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She experienced compelled to explore the lives of these fascinating young individuals in a deeper method. What
presents would they bestow on the world? What would happen if we allowed people that have autism the space to build
up at their own pace, for their ideas to be considered, for their strengths to flourish, and because of their life problems
to be supported? When her boy received an autism diagnosis, Tera Girardin often reflected on these queries. As she and
her family members became immersed in the autism community, Tera noticed firsthand the difficulties, joys, and
extremely varying experiences of these with autism and their own families.What if we went beyond autism awareness
and started practicing autism admiration? Through the zoom lens of her camera, author and photographer Tera Girardin
captures the stunning faces and inspiring stories of thirty different children with autism. Faces of Autism features fullcolor pictures and messages of inspiration, admiration, and celebration of autism
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We hope this book helps to propel the autism recognition that thankfully appears to be gaining traction in recent years.
Great gift idea for anyone who has a cherished one on the spectrum or for anybody wanting to instruct diversity and
inclusion.! many thanks to . True stories filled with love What beautiful children.. come up with so well!!! Beautiful gift
for special families!.. Tera is definitely such a right down to earth writer and has generated relationships with all the
current children in the reserve.is this kind of a refreshing & These children -- a few of whom have become verbal, plus
some of whom have yet to speak a term -- shine and share their gifts. It celebrates our kids on the spectrum because
the unique incredible people they are. In an image, we see the Children -- their smiles, their enthusiasm, their curiosity
-- and we see them as greater than a medical diagnosis. This reserve celebrates the gifts of these kids while also
acknowledging the difficulties they and their own families experience. I really like the author's emphasis on shifting
from just "accepting" autism to "admiring" it. This book is amazing. unique depiction of kids coping with autism, like our
boy, who we are so content to have been among the many subjects of the effort. Any reader not used to autism could
start to see the images and read the tales, and come to appreciate just how diverse an organization this lifelong
challenge make a difference.. Amazing Beautiful photography and beautifully written book! This book will be great for
families of kids with autism, for close friends of kids with autism, and specifically for schools or other people wanting to
find out a bit more about it. Truly opens visitors eyes to children with autism and displays how every individual is
different.and just how much alike we all are! The message of the book is quite positive while also offering some insight
into the lives of those with autism. Would definitely recommend! Shining a light of admiration This book captures the
moments of beauty and grace that can be overlooked when we choose to see the label and not the kid. It honors the
children and their own families by recognizing that every is an individual worthy of admiration. Each has presents unique
to the average person.Tera Girardin's photos catch each child's spark and challenge the viewer to look beyond
preconceived notions of capability.By attributing an individual word to each young one and telling their individual tale,
Tera pulls the reader in while letting the real nature of each child come out.A lovely book! Beautiful from beginning to
end! beautiful and inspiring This book captures the wonder and joy of childhood, and provides inspiration to families who
may be new to the autism world, and those who know it perfectly. This book is amazing. The author, who's also the
photographer, was a pleasure to work with. Truly opens readers eyes to children with autism . come up with thus well!.
Ms Girardin captures both their beautiful faces but also their uniqueness and inner beauty. I have niece that is autistic
and Tera did a wonderful job of showing the many levels of this confusing issue. Many thanks Tera for displaying their
accurate beauty and amazing uniqueness to the globe.. Her photography skills are also demonstrated in this publication
And the youngsters true personalities turn out in her pictures. Highly recommend! I have not run into another reserve
out there such as this one I have not come across another publication out there such as this one! Targets autism
admiration through stunning photography and personal, touching narratives. Late review in Faces of Autism Faces of
Autism It really is inspirational whether you possess a direct link with autism or not. It really showcases the internal
beauty and shining souls of kids on the autism spectrum. Highly recommend!! This wonderful book is inspirational and
enlightening This wonderful book is inspirational and enlightening. What I really like about this reserve is that
sometimes whenever we see kids with autism, we initial see the motions or hear their speech that signifies something
might be different about them, and that may be all we see.! thank you to Tera Girardin for recognizing how unique these
kids are. I highly encourage this publication as a gift to families with Autism with its beautiful photography and touching
stories of the special children. It's right now a treasured book in our home.
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